Mini Inverter
• Commercial
• Rooftop
• 3-Phase 208V

The Capabilities of a Micro Inverter
At a Fraction of the Cost
With High Reliability
And Features Beyond

A Different Approach

We’ve designed micro inverters for other companies, and love their
harvest, monitoring and easy installation – but couldn’t see how
they could ever be low cost. Solving this caused us to take a new
approach. While sharing the cost overhead among 16 panels, and
providing each panel with individual management, the Mini Inverter is
the best of both worlds.

The Capabilities of a Micro Inverter

Maximum Harvest
Each panel has individual management, including constant adjustment
of MPPT as conditions change, ensuring maximum harvest. This
means fast adaptation to shadows, clouds, dirt and all of the other
issues the real world will throw at your system. Different panel makes,
orientations, temperatures are all harvested optimally.
Detailed Monitoring
Want to be confident that every panel is doing its job? The HiQ Solar
Mini Inverter family provides users with the information they need,
updated many times a minute using the Information Gateway web
server. Simple, secure, and no monitoring fees.

Easy Installation
Each Mini Inverter can handle up to 16 panels – just plug them in. No
strings, no balancing, no calculations – just a simple 3-phase, 208V
output that any electrician can install on a roof. Weighing only 21 lbs.,
the Mini Inverter can be laid on a roof as ballast-mount, requires no
concrete to pour, and no cranes for lifting. Waterproof and robust, the
system operates silently and can be placed just about anywhere.
The Communications Gateway features plug and play auto-detection
of new panels and components, making it easy to keep track as
the system grows. It also uses reliable powerline communications,
avoiding the need for line of sight links.
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At a Fraction of the Cost

Think that you can’t get sophisticated benefits at central inverter
prices? The innovation hasn’t just been in the features offered by
the Mini Inverter – we think you will love our pricing, too. Call us for a
quote.

With High Reliability

Having a background in precision test instrumentation, reliability is
second nature at HiQ Solar. We’ve gone beyond conventional thinking
in our approach, from design through manufacturing to deployment.
A true 3-phase output means the elimination of electrolytic capacitors
as one example, the use of no ventilation fans is another. Automotivegrade components are used throughout to ensure long life under
harsh conditions.
Tying together a strict measurement regime to detect issues
throughout the lifecycle with 65 internal sensors to constantly monitor
behavior leads to confidence – the confidence we have to offer an
optional 25 year warranty, and the confidence you will have that you
made a sensible and safe investment.

And Features Beyond

Arc Detection
In line with the needs of the NEC, the Mini Inverter system complies
with 690.11 for arc detection and shut down.
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A new architecture with the
cost of the Mini Inverter
spread among 16 panels
and individual panel
management coming from
4 Balancers, 1 for every 4
panels, provides a uniquely
beneficial combination.
Control and monitoring
comes through the
Communications Gateway,
where only 1 is needed for
up to 300 Mini Inverters.
Key Features
• 3-phase, 208V, rooftop system
• 3.5kWAC scalable
• 16-module patented architecture
• Per-module MPPT for maximum harvest
• Per-module detailed performance
monitoring with many updates
per minute, and better than 2%
measurement accuracy
• Waterproof and silent
• Designed for high reliability, uses no
electrolytic capacitors
• Wide temperature range, -40°C to
+65°C
• UL1741 certified
• 15 year warranty standard,
25 years optional
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Ordering Guide
• Sapphire System: Per-panel MPPT and
monitoring
• Communications Gateway

